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[1] Although diverse measurements have indicated H+,
OH!, or H2O species in the lunar polar regions, pinpointing
its location, form, and abundance in specific reservoirs
has proven elusive. Here we report on the first orbital
radar measurements of Shackleton crater near the lunar
south pole. Mini-RF observations indicate a patchy,
heterogeneous enhancement in CPR (circular polarization
ratio) on the crater walls whose strength decreases with
depth toward the crater floor, a result that is most consistent
with a roughness effect due to less mature regolith present
on the crater wall slopes. However, the results do not rule
out a modest ice contribution, and an upper limit of "5–
10 wt% H2O ice (up to 30 vol.%) present in the uppermost
meter of regolith is also consistent with the observations.
Citation: Thomson, B. J., et al. (2012), An upper limit for ice
in Shackleton crater as revealed by LRO Mini-RF orbital radar,
Geophys. Res. Lett., 39, L14201, doi:10.1029/2012GL052119.

1. Introduction

[2] It has long been recognized that areas of permanent
shadow inside polar impact craters are potential sites of vol-
atile accumulation [Urey, 1952;Watson et al., 1961; Arnold,
1979] due to the Moon’s low orbital inclination ("1.6#) with
respect to the ecliptic plane. Orbital neutron measurements
indicate elevated levels of near-surface hydrogen (allotropic
form undetermined) in the polar regions [Feldman et al.,
1998; Elphic et al., 2007; Mitrofanov et al., 2010]; if in the
form of water, it would represent an average ice concentra-
tion of 1.5 $ 0.8 wt.% in the upper meter of regolith
[Feldman et al., 2001]. Near-infrared spectral measurements
reveal a hydration signature attributable to OH/H2O species
whose strength increases poleward [Pieters et al., 2009].
Furthermore, the recent LCROSS spacecraft’s controlled
collision with a permanently shadowed polar region near the
lunar south pole revealed evidence for water in its ejecta at an
abundance level of a few percent [Colaprete et al., 2010];
mass spectrometer measurements made during descent of the

Moon Impact Probe on Chandrayaan-1 also suggest active
volatile transport processes [Sridharan et al., 2010].
[3] Radar is an optimal instrument for detecting thick

deposits of water-ice for three reasons. First, unlike passive
measurement techniques, which rely on the Sun as a source
of illumination, radar can illuminate shadowed regions.
Second, thick deposits of water ice have a distinctive radar
polarization signature compared to the surrounding silicate
regolith, thus enabling its detection [Ostro, 1993]. Third,
radar can measure volatiles buried beneath the surface, as
radar typically penetrates 10 to 20 wavelengths below the
surface of highland terrain [Carrier et al., 1991] and likely
deeper in ice deposits. However, previous radar measure-
ments of the lunar poles have yielded mixed results.
[4] An impromptu bistatic experiment using the Clem-

entine spacecraft indicated a polarization signature sugges-
tive of ice over Shackleton crater near the south pole
[Nozette et al., 1996]. However, detailed follow-up investi-
gations with high resolution, Earth-based radar revealed
evidence for high CPR (circular polarization ratio) values
present high on Shackleton’s walls, suggesting a source
other than accumulations of slab-like ice [Campbell et al.,
2003, 2006]. The maximum albedo of the crater floor as
measured by scattered sunlight is also inconsistent with
abundant surficial ice [Haruyama et al., 2008].
[5] Here we report on new orbital radar measurements of

the crater Shackleton (20 km diameter, centered at 89.63#S,
132.32#E) using the Mini-RF instrument on the Lunar
Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) spacecraft. We use these
measurements to constrain some of the physical properties
of the integrated volume of regolith sampled by radar inside
Shackleton.

2. Methodology

[6] Mini-RF is a dual-band, synthetic aperture radar
(SAR) onboard LRO [Raney, 2007; Nozette et al., 2010;
Raney et al., 2011] operating in the S-band (2.38 GHz,
12.6 cm wavelength) or X-band (7.14 GHz, 4.2 cm wave-
length). Here we concentrate on the S-band data acquired in
zoom mode (15 % 30 m spatial resolution). Inherent in the
oblique viewing geometry of a SAR instrument is a parallax
distortion introduced by terrain height variations. This
topography-induced distortion causes points above the sur-
rounding surface to be displaced in the near-range direction of
the sensor, and low topographic points are displaced away
from the near range. Using a 256 ppd gridded topographic
dataset from the Lunar Orbiter Laser Altimeter (LOLA)
instrument [Smith et al., 2010], we have corrected for this
effect on a pixel-by-pixel basis in a procedure akin to
orthorectifying an aerial photograph. To place an upper
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constraint on the amount of water-ice present in the near
surface, we used a semi-empirical model of a silicate-ice
mixture to create synthetic SAR images containing a set per-
centage of ice, present as decimeter-sized or larger blocks
[Lichtenberg, 2000], and compared them to the topographi-
cally corrected Mini-RF swaths. The model utilizes a com-
bination of a theoretical model of the coherent backscatter
opposition effect [Mishchenko, 1992] and ground-based radar
data of the Moon [Evans et al., 1968]; additional details are
given in the Text S1 and Figure S1 in the auxiliary material.1

3. Shackleton Crater Observations

[7] Three separate observations of Shackleton Crater were
made on 23 Dec. 2009, 18 Apr. 2010, and 26 Jun 2010
(Figure 1). Due to the proximity of Shackleton to the lunar
south pole, the LRO spacecraft had to roll 14–19# toward the
nadir position to bring the crater into the radar field of view.
This resulted in angles of incidence ranging from 28–32#

compared to the nominal Mini-RF incidence of about 48#. A
comparison of the synthetic SAR model output with the
actual data is given in Figures 2a–2c. In Figure 2a, data from
18-Apr-2010 is compared with modeled ice contents that
range from 0 to 10 wt%. Enhanced CPR values are restricted
to the interior of the crater only, and although the distribu-
tion is patchy, the results are consistent with a modeled ice
content "5–10 wt% H2O. Regions within the crater are
also consistent with a modeled ice content "5 wt% in
Mini-RF data from 2009-12-23 (Figure 2b). However, some
enhanced CPR values are observed outside the crater rim in
this image (elevated CPR also arises naturally from rough,
rock-rich proximal impact ejecta). In the third observation of
Shackleton crater (Figure 2c), the observation geometry was
not particularly favorable to exhibit CPR enhancements due

Figure 1. LOLA 256 ppd topographic shaded relief map
of lunar south polar region. The position of Mini-RF observa-
tions of Shackleton Crater are indicated by the colored boxes
(red = 2010-04-18 observation; yellow = 2010-06-25 obser-
vation; blue = 2009-12-23 observation).

Figure 2. (a) Mini-RF data from 2010-04-18 of Shackleton
(Mini-RF swath LSZ_03737_2CD_OKU_90S137_V1).
Upper left panel is measured CPR data; other panels show
synthetic CPR values calculated using a semi-empirical
model of an ice-silicate mixture. Ice contents of 0.5, 1.0,
2.5, 5, and 10 wt% H2O ice are given. (b) Same as Figure 2a
with Shackleton data from 2009-12-23 (Mini-RF swath
LSZ_02261_2CD_OKU_89S140_V1). (c) Same asFigures 2a
and 2b with Shackleton data from 2010-06-25 (Mini-RF
swath LSZ_04605_2CD_OKU_90S061_V1).1Auxiliary materials are available in the HTML. doi:10.1029/

2012GL052119.
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to water-ice, regardless of the exact amount at which might
be present. A small region of enhanced CPR in visible in the
crater interior, consistent with a modeled ice content of
perhaps 5–10 wt% H2O-ice. As with the 2009-12-23 data, a
slight CPR enhancement is discernable outside the crater’s
rim. Apart from differences due to variations local slope,
measured CPR values are fairly consistent in different radar
observations (e.g., flat areas outside the craters visible in
multiple swaths).

4. Discussion

[8] Although the models indicate that the crater walls are
plausibly consistent with a small amount of ice, the crater
floor exhibits little to no enhancement (see Figure 2a).
Indeed, CPR values tend to decrease with depth into the
crater (Figure S2). Furthermore, if high CPR values within
Shackleton are due to volume scattering within ice, one
would expect to see a discontinuity or jump in CPR values
on the crater wall that marks the transition from seasonally
sunlit to permanently shadowed regions [Campbell et al.,
2006]. Although the occurrences of high CPR areas on the
crater walls are patchy, no specific discontinuities are evi-
dent. The totality of these characteristics is consistent with
the downslope movement of material causing higher than
average decimeter-scale surface roughness on the crater
walls than is present in the average mature regolith that
develops on flatter surfaces. Although these observations are
suggestive of the fact that the CPR signature is dominantly
due to a factor unaffected by the presence or absence of
sunlight (i.e., mass wasting), a component due a modest
abundance of ice cannot be ruled out. If, for example, the
kinetics of volatile migration in partially sunlit surfaces
adjacent to regions of permanent shadow is such that the
volatile replenishment process is rapid or the removal pro-
cesses is slow, some volatiles may be retained. Modeling
results of ice diffusion in regolith suggest that diurnal tem-
perature oscillations, such as those typical of permanently
shaded regions adjacent to occasionally sunlit areas, can
actually enhance the accumulation of ice within the upper-
most meter of the surface [Schorghofer and Taylor, 2007].
In either case, the Mini-RF measurements place an upper
bound on the ice content of the uppermost meter of regolith
with Shackleton of "5–10 wt% H2O ice. This finding is
consistent with slight albedo enhancements observed in
Shackleton at optical wavelengths (430–850 nm) as mea-
sured with scattered light [Haruyama et al., 2008] and at far
ultraviolet wavelengths (155–190 nm) as measured by
Lyman Alpha Mapping Project (LAMP) [Gladstone et al.,
2012], indicating a surface exposure of at most a few per-
cent of high albedo material (e.g., water-ice) mixed with
typical highland material. Near-infrared reflectance mea-
surements from LOLA also indicate a slight brightening
within Shackleton due to either mass wasting or possibly up
to "20% water ice frost in the uppermost nm [Zuber et al.,
2012].
[9] The fundamental conclusions made with high resolu-

tion, ground based radar of Shackleton remain unaltered –
that no large-scale, meters thick ice deposits are evident
within the crater. Rather, Mini-RF data are consistent with
roughness effects or with a small percentage of water-ice
deposits admixed into the uppermost 1–2 meters of silicate

regolith within Shackleton, possibly accounting for the
observations made by the Clementine bistatic experiment.
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